Book: *We Should All Be Feminists*

*Morgan Library Copy:*
https://colostate.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/01COLSU_INST/via34g/alma991015288119703361

*TED Talk:*
https://www.ted.com/talks/chimamanda Ngozi Adichie_we_should_all_be_feminists?utm_campaign=tedspread&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare

Author: Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie

Themes: Feminism, Gender

Content Cautions: Misogyny, Discussion of rape

Synopsis: Basic intro to concepts of feminism and applications in modern society from the lived perspective of a woman in Nigeria

***

The resources in the FM JEDI collection were added with the intention of upraising traditionally marginalized voices. Viewpoints expressed are those of the author. We hope these materials add to a well-rounded world view. However, it’s up to the reader to interrogate their own viewpoints and biases and to determine what to take from the content.